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N. Military Research and Development 

Within the past decade we have become aware, more than ever 
before, of the close relation between science and national security. 
The important role that science can play in warfare was demonstrated 
in WorId War II. Our narrow victory over the U-boats in the 
Atlantic was basically a battle of scientific techniques. We have 
witnessed the application of radar to offensive and defensive air 
operations, the development of jet aircraft and V-2 rockets, and 
finally the beginning of R new atomic age-all within the space of a 
few years. We have learned from long and hard experience that an 
effective military establishment requires an unprecedented effort in 
military research nnd development. 

I n  peacetime, no other activity of the Deportment of Defense holds 
so great an interest for the public and is, at the same time, subject to SO 

much misinterpretation. Wishful thinking often eliminates the time 
gap between the construction of a pilot model of a new implement of 
war and its production in sufficient quantities to be useful to our 
armed forces. It should always be remembered that ordinarily sev- 
eral years elapse before new technical and scientific advances are 
reflected in increased combat effectiveness. Production, training, and 
integration inevitably consume a large amount of time. Thus, reports 
on military research and development tell primarily what we have 
learned or are learning to do, not necessarily what we are prepared 
and equipped to do on an operational scale. 

The intensive program of the Department of Defense in research 
and development has continued to produce satisfactory results during 
the period covered by this report. We are directing our main efforts 
toward the areas of greatest need and greatest promise. I n  our cal- 
culations, we assume that our potential enemies are pushing their 
research at least as hard as we are, and we constantly search for coun- 
termeasures to lessen the effect of new weapons which an enemy might 
develop. The gravest decisions are involved in the determination of 
whether to authorize the production of a new weapon or to await 
the results of further research. We hqom that the vital race between 
ourselves and our possible enemies for supremacy in scientific researcl; 
and development is close, but the results =e have achieved justify our 
confidence in the outcome. 
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I n  our current efforts, WB are drawing on the best scientific h o w l -  
edge available and tapping new soums which promise to contribute 
to our national defense. The President’s decision to investigate the 
possibility of constructing a hydrogen or fusion bomb is an example 
of our determination to maintain our leadership in the atomic field. 
The possibilities of radiological, biological, and chemical warfare are 
being investigated in the full realizstion that we must be familiar with 
their application and with the measures to be taken against them. 
h e a r c h  on the improvement of other weapons is constantly being 
accelerated. The civilian scientists and military experts entrusted 
with our research and development prcgram are outstanding in their 
experience and qualifications and deserve the thanks of the entire 
nation. 

We should prefer to use our scientific, industrial, and financial 
resources to produce more constructive and tangible benefits to man- 
kind. However, as long as forces of aggression are loose in the world, 
we must continue to develop new and better weapons for our armed 
forces. W6 have no alternative. If these weapons help us to prevent 
a third World War or to hasten our victory, should such a war come 
despite our efforts to prevent it, they are we11 worth the investment. 

MILITARV RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

Integration of Research Activities 

The Department of Defense has spent about 550 million dollars 
in the past fecal year to defray the direct costs of military research 
and development. This sum represents a little less than four cents 
out of every dollar appropriated for our national defense establish- 
ment. Most of this money is spent by the three military departments, 
each of which bears full administrative responsibility for carrying 
on energetic programs of research and development to assure that its 
weupons am the most advanced that cun be devised. 

These programs touch practically every field of science. More than 
ten thousand separate projects have been approved to cover the v a t  
variety of items on which we must work to provide adequate techno- 
logical support for our armed forces. While much work is done in 
military and other government laboratories, the larger portion is car- 
ried on through contracts with industrial establishments, commercial 
firms, universities, and other research institutions. 

How all this effort shall be distributed to give us the greatest return 
i s  national security is determined by the Research and Development 
Board, which is responsible for the guidance and integration of the 
research and development programs of all three military depart- 
ments. In  this work the Board takes into account three principal 
factors: (I) the advice of the Joint Chiefs of Staff as to the relative 
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strategic importance of various military operations in the light of 
the eventualities they foresee; (2) the adequacy of existing weapons 
for the accomplishment of their objectives; and (3) the promise of 
improvement through research and development. 

The Joint Chiefs of S t d  evaluate the relative importance to their 
strategic plans of the major types of land, sea, and air operations. 
Military and technical experts of the armed services and of the Re- 
search and Development Board estimate the adequacy of our present 
equipment and techniques for performing these operations success- 
fully. The Research and Development Board then combines both 
strategic and technical assessments to arrive at the relative importance 
of each major area of research and development. This set of impor- 
tance ratings constitutes the Board's ms te r  plan which serves as a 
broad guide to the military effort in the whole research and develop- 
ment program. 

Having thus obtained an appraisal of our principal defense prob- 
lems in their relation to research and development, the Board brings 
the best available scientific talent to bear in guiding and coordinating 
the efforts to solve them. All parts of the research and development 
programs of the Army, Navy, and Air Force are subjected to close 
scrutiny. The Board is aided by the consultant services of more than 
2,000 outstanding civilian and military scientists and technologists. 
These experts take h e  from their regular professional occupations 
to contribute their knowledge to  the needs of national security. Sit- 
ting on the various committees, panels, and working groups of the 
Board, they study the programs in all the diversified fields of military 
research and development and, with the master plan as a broad guide, 
recommend to the Board the direction that each promam should take. .~ 

TTnder this orocedure. the strate& D h . 9  of the Joint Chiefs of 1 ~~~ ~~ I " .  ~ ~~ 

Staff and the best professional judgment of our leading scientisis and i 
technical experts within and without the armed forces are combined : 
to produce a total research and development program designed to 
meet the requirements of national defense. 

Outside the military departments themselves, certain joint agencies 
administer -rch and development funds in special areas, under 
the guidance of the Research and Development Board. The Armed 
Forces Specid Weapons Project is responsible for a great deal of work 
in the development of atomic weapons and in the training of personnel 
in that field. The Armed Forces Security Agency conducts research 
and development in the important field of communications security. 

I n  addition to the Research and Development Board, other staff 
agencies in the Department of Defense analyze problems and guide 
the programs for the development of particular weapons and 
techniques. 
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The Military Liaison CommitteS to the Atomic Energy C o d i o n  
advises the Secretary of Defense on all atomic energy mattars and 
acts as his agent in coordinating the atomic energy program of the 
Department of Defense and as military adviser and consultant to the 
Commission. The Committee also serves as liaison a g m q  with the 
Atomic Energy Commission on matters of policy and broad areas 
of development as they apply to national defense. 

The Weapons Systems Evaluation Group, established jointly by 
the Research and Development Board and the Joint Chiefs of StaE 
and including both civilian scientists and military experts, is respon- 
sible for the analysis of present and projected weapons systems under 
probable future combat conditions. It represents the logical extension 
of the techniques of operational analysis, developed in the last war, 
to the interservice evaluation of weapons systems. It forms an in- 
dispensable link between the problems of the military planners and 
the contribution that can be made to their solution by science and 
technology: 

Research on the outer frontier of science constitutes the essential 
background for all our technological advances in the weapons with 
which we hope to protect the free world. Without a vigorous and 
imaginative effort in basic research, development and engineering 
would ultimately lose their vitality. Such fundamental work ordi- 
narily advances step by step, but sometime take gigantic strides. 
It steadily extends the foundation of knowledge on which are erected 
the vast and varied structure of both military and civilian applica- 
tion. The projected National Science Foundation will be especially 
welcome because i t  will foster basic research and further the training 
of scientists. This is a sound long-term investment in national secu- 
rity. We must exert the utmost elTort to insore that the expansion 
of our basic knowledge in all fields of science will continue at  an 
accelerated pace. 

Civil Defense 
In the previous semiannual report of the Secretary of Defense, 

some of the developments in the fields of atomic energy and radio- 
logical, chemical, and biological warfare were pointed out because of 
their particular importance to the problem of civil defense. Primary 
responsibility for civil defense planning has been assigned to the 
National Security Resources Board, but there tire several aspects of 
this problem in which the Department of Defense has a vital concern. 

It should be remembered that military defense and civil defense are 
two quite different and separate problems. Military defense deals 
with preventing the delivery of an attack by military means, while 
civil defense aims to minimize the effects of such an attack on the 
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civilian population. Military defense is the responsibility of the 
military, civil defense that of civilians. Coordination between these 
fields within the Department of Defense and with the National Secu- 
rity Resources Board is accomplished through the Assistant for CiviI 
Defense Liaison. 

During the period covered by this report, the Department of De- 
fense continuously contributed to the plans and programs in this 
important field. Information on many of the activities in military 
defense must obviously be restricted, but some of the contributions of 
the Department to civil defense can be related. 

A program for the creation of a volunteer Ground Observer Corps, 
to augment the air surveillance of the Air Forces’ Aircraft Control 
and Warning System, was initiated in January 1950. The principal 
assignment of the Department of Defense is recruiting, through the 
Governors or their Civil Defense Directors in the 25 States involved, 
some 16O;OOO civilian volunteers in the Aircraft Observer System. 
As an interim measure, an Air Raid Warning System was estab- 
lished bv which warninn can be piven to each Governor in the 48 
States and to 147 additional key-p&t warning centers. 

Arrangements were completed for the attendance of selected civil 
defense officials a t  the Damage Control and Rescue Schools of the 
Navy. A Civil Defense Intelligence Library covering all major coun- ? 
tries of the world was established. Inter-agency committees were i 
formed, in cooperation with the National Security Resources Board, ! 
to consider the civil defense aspects of biological, chemical, and radio- j 

Reports and studies pertinent to civil defense planning on weapons J 

effects and a m  vulnerability mere prepared by the military depart- 
ments and other agencies of the Department of Defense and furnished & 

to the National Security Resources Board. A report compiled by the 1 
staff of the Assistant for Civil Defense Liaison entitled “Fire Aspects : 
of Bombing Attacks? contained a summary of the United States i 
Strategic Bombing Survey data on bombing attack on urban amas in 
World War 11, a discussion of the prinripal factors that influence fire 
damage, and a description of protective and preventive measures 
t,o minimize wartime fires. A handbook, “The Effects of Atomic 
Weapons”, was prepared for release in August 1950. This publica- 
tion, sponsored jointly by the Department of Defense and the Atomic 
Energy Commission, furnishes the bilsic information necessarp for 
planning defensive measures. The authoritative discussion of these 
and similar subjects should assist the public in obtaining a balanced 
understanding of the problem. 

logical warfare. f 

! 
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Organizational Aspects of Research and Development 

To coordinate and facilitate the research and derelopment actiritiee 
of the 9 i r  Force, a new staff agency was created in Headquarters, 
USAF, in Jaiiuary 1950-the office of Deputj Chief of Staff‘, Derelop- 
ment. This oflice will  implement the illcreased emphasis on research 
and derelopment and will help to strengthen the “consumer-produwr” 
relationsliip between -4ir Force agericies that develop new equipment 
and the field commands that use such mat6riel. As an operating 
counterpnrt to this headquarteis organizarion, the Research and De- 
velopment Command w s  esrablished. Erentually it will assume the 
6eld responsibility within the Air Forw for prosecution of the orer- 
all research and derelopment program. The Air Force coordinates 
its research arid derelopment program with those of the other armed 

rvices through the Research and Derelopment Board. 
During World War 11 the ndvmtages to Le gained from coopera- 

on between military and cirilinn research agencies ’Rere nmplj 
onstrated. I11 the postwar period this mutually helpful arrange- 
t h:is been continued, and today the largest segrnrnt of the Air 

the development of the products of rese>tc.h. Approsirnately 80 

ming a role of ever-increasing importance. This office, although 

which are of a comparatively long-term nature. 
Engineeting Pet,eIopment Ceder.-The Air Engineering 
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General of the Air Force H. H. Arnold. This installation is des 
to provide the Nation with the facilities for research in the 
supersonic and jet propulsion. The Center will consist of 

guided missiles; and a supersonic (from 1.2 to 5 times the s 
sound) propulsion Rind tunnel designed for the development 
of aircraft power plants and scale models of high-speed 
When completed the Center will be available to the military serv 
private institutions, and industry for the exploration of the a 
nautical f i~ ld  beyond the sonic barrier. 

The 81st Conmess authorized 100 million dollars for AEDC 

proved exurnination. Another project concerns the replaceme 
the present Air Force personnel recorh system by a simplified, 
wnized version. Other research projects deal with the improve 
of Air Force staff processou, leudersliip, rnowle: psgchologicul 
fxre: and intelligence operririons. 

&uplcy&ics.-The Geophjsicd Research Dirrctorare of the 
Force Cambridge Research Laborntorits a t  Cnnibridge, bI;lssa 
setts, niunned by 180 geophjsicist i, armosphrric scientists, and 
porting rechnici-ms, imrstigates the inflnencr of t1.e atmosphere 
the 2ilrth.s crust on .1irYorce operations. Rockers w i r h  special i 

appropriated 30-million dollars, 6 million dollars in cash and 24 
lion dollars in contract authorization. A substantial portion of 
30 million dollars has been obligated and construction is nom un 
way. The Air Force has given AEDC a top priority in its 
and development construction program, and in the national 
is bending every effort to bring the project to completion at t 
liest possible date. The highraltitude engine-test facility is 
to be in operation by the spring of 1952, and full  operati 
test facilities is expected within five years. 

Human Resources.-The Air Force Human Resources P r o m m  
attacked the difficult problem of formulating a policy for sa 
the requirements of the Air Force for technically trained pe 
Through a selective recruiting system and efficient utilization of 
sonnel, manpower deficiencies a t  the high-aptitude levels may 
duced. Active research projects nom under way are designe 
enable the Air Force to make better use of audio-visual trai 
and synthetic training devices. 

From data gathered over a long period the Ah- Force has re 
the “autitnde indexes” of testa used for  airman classification 
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ments are flown to high altitudes in order to gather data essential 
to basic atmospheric research. Progress is being made in developing 
methods for forecasting winds a t  high altitudes, in determining the 
effects of mountain barriers on wind flow, and in applying high-speed 
electronic computing techniques to the problems of weather forecast- 
ing. Study is continuing on the basic physics of clouds and fog so as 
to increase fundamental knowledge of these natural phenomena and 
determine the feasibility of modifg.ing them by artilicial means. 
As new geophysical techniques evolve, need is emphasized for cor- 

responding' advances in instrument development for  geophysical 
research. This is being met in part by the development of the Geo- 
physical Evaluation Systems-integrated groups of airborne equip- 
ment designed automatically to collect, evaluate, and disseminate basic 
geophysical information. The Airborne Atmospheric RecoMais- 
sance System which will permit probing the atmosphere from air- 
craft, mainly through indirect measuring techniques, is now in the 
study phase. Anothervstem will permit aerial topographical evalu- 
ation and mapping through the use of radar alone. 

Backgrmnd ReseuTch.-Through background research the Air 
Force attacks problems with the accumulated knowledge derived from 
scientific analysis of the  most advanced weapons, techniques, mathiel, 
and countermeasures deqeloped for use by the Air Force. Military, 
economic, political, sociological, and industrial considerations are 
involved. Background research projects are continuing research 
projects designed to assist in selecting the most promising develop- 
ment programs and to keep the Air Force informed continuously on 
scientiiic progress in order to insure that it exploits new discoveries 
or counters the development of such discoveries by potential enemies. 

Project RAND, conducted by the Rand Corporation, is the prin- 
cipal project in background research. It is a comprehensive Air 
Force program designed to analyze scientifically Air Force weapons 
systems, and it is producing useful results. 

Fiscal Aspects of Research mnd Development 
The military appropriation act for fiscal year 1950 provided that 

money appropriated for Air Force research and development is to 
remain available until expended. The experience of the first year of 
the Air Force's "no-year" research and development fund program 
indicates that this type of financing should provide economy and flesi- 
bility in research and development by permitting a termination of 
unproductive projects and a re-direction of the funds made available 
thereby into more pressing or promising areas. 

The rate of obligation of funds for Air Force research and devel- 
opment continued to exceed that of previous years. A t  the end of 

81166~0--11 
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June 1950 nearly all the cnrrent funds either had been obligated 
committed to specific programs. 

The establishment of relatively h e d ' a k u a l  budget ceil 
on the funding p r o p m  of the preceding year assumes a le 
research and development spending. Major and vitally 
Air Force programs such as guided missile dev 
follow an entirely different "growth curve." The 
opment field is one in which a number of projects were sta 
same time. All these projects are reaching maturity, o 
rication stage, a t  about the same time, and all are of pri 
to a modern Air Force. We face the choice of delaying some o 
projecrs, an unacceptable solution, or materially increasing our dev 
opment facilities during a relatively short period, an exceedin 
difficult task under the "level reseurch and development rate" conce 

A related difficulty occurs in connection with funding the const 
tion of research and development facilities. Construction funds f 
these research and development installations are programmed with 
quests for Public Works appropriations for all other USAF facilit' 
but thereafter are considered independently of the research and 
relopment program which the specialized facility is designed 
Thus, a research and development program as such may h 
properly funded, while the laboratory facility in which it IS 
carried out has heen displaced in the construction budget by 
unrelated higher-priority projects. 

Development and Equipment 

the atomic bomb and the vehicle to carry it. Under the pr 
for future atomic tests, the Air Force has planned extensive 
mentation for the collection of all types of information neces 
the Air Force mission. 

Bi+-cruft.-Si@cant progress has been made during the past 
months in the development of more modern types of aircraft. 

The North American F-86D is an all-weather interim intercep 
which differs from the earlier general-purpose, day-fighter F-86 
primary mission, performance, equipment, and external conflgurati 
To permit the installation of radar, the air-intake duct, loca 
the nose of mior models. is located below the nose in the F-86D. 

A sustained effort. is being made to coordinate the developmen 



II. Strategic Mission 

Estimate of the Situation 

is the conviction of the Army that the survival of free civilization 
ends on the ability of our own and the allied armed forces jointly 

viate the threat imposed by the landporrer of the communist 
s. The Army believes that the task before us can be done. But 

usly it is urgent that the American people and our allies share 
‘ f i t  is to be fulfilled. 
nd civilian leaders recently hare referred optimisti- 

f our intensive research and development program. 
complexity of the equipment the Army hopes 
er its tactical mission has grorrn enormously 
a r  IL New systems for antiaircraft defense, 

control, communications, guided missiles, recoilless weapons, and 
family of atomic weapons are designed or are being designed for 
by our Army. Technical superiority is the key upon which the 

ation must relv. 
Unfortunately, it is impossible for reasons of military security to 
u s  these developments in full detail. I beliere, however, that 

possible and desirable to explain how and rrhy the Army fits 
research and development program into its general strategic 
ept. 

Our primary security goal is, and always should Be, the prevention 
war. Second only to that is the requirement that rre be prepared 
achieve decisive victory if Kar is thrust upon us. Our future 
uritv demands that we a u d v  effectively all of our resourceeman- _ _  - 

er leadership, scientific genius, and productive capacity--to the 
ating the moral and material strength needed to insure 

The Army’s role in that task is a vital one. 
rts of the free peoples to prevent war should fail, the Army 

have even more vital tssks to perform. Since this Nation will 
rt a war, the tremendous advantage of the initiative would not 

um but the aggress0r’s-a fact that would relegate our initial 
on to defending industries and homes, and to retaining secure bases 

national policies link our security with the security of the 
free world. For only when the integrity of the entire free world 
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is maintained is the integrity of our Nation secure. These polio 
have profound implications on our national security planning, 
increase the importance of the tasks the Army performs, topther  
those of the Navy and Air Force, both in pesoe and war. 

We are convinced that only by seeeking the greater strength 
lective security, can we hope to prevent war, or to win if 

best men available, armed with the best weapons seience 

men on the bntrl~field have increased through the centuries, the 
for men in combut has rot  diminished. In fact, the developm 
modern yeapons has Lltpnsilied our urgent need for men who 
sess not only superior quulitiea of leadenhip but also the w-ide va 
of highly specialized knowledge that will perniit us to apply 
weapons effectively. 

We have a small Army but a good one. We bavk in the 

the threat imposed by the overwhelming ground forces available 
our potential enemies is to be prepared to meet them with hig 
sliilled ground forces possessing weapons and equipment of unp 
cedented cnpabiliries. We in the hrmy are striving to provide b 
of these essentinl elements. 

gained in the laboratory and on the proring p o u n d .  
The research and development of Army equipnient is a c 

and tinie-consuming procedure. Regardless of the urgency 
needs or the coi1cenrr:ition of our eflons, there are many e 

f 
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ney in proportion to the complexities of the mathriel being 

hough Ke have not yet achieved our research and development 
the progress we have made thus far, and the feasibility of 
ing even greater developments in the foreseeable future, 

rengthen our conviction that the security of the free world can be 

In addition to new weapons and new ammunition, we also need ex- 
skilled in such diverse fields as ballistics, optics, metallurgy, and 
'ated sciences, and we need them in ever-increasingnumb. We 

,.must also have men qualified in psychological and radiological war- 

ut the Army today needs more than men with technical skill; 
also requires men of character with the highest qualities of lead- 

For the effectiveness of modern weapons depends not only 
e skill and howledge possessed by the men who employ those 

pons, but upon the spirit and determination of the men them- 
ea and of the leaders by whom those men are inspired. Only by 

ding trained men, armed with the latest weapons and given the 
possible leadership, can we fulfill our responsibilities. 

Related Activities 
rh and Development 
research and development effort of the Army was subjected 

ntly to close scrutiny by a review board appointed especially: 
to insure an appropriate realignment of research and development 
vities to conform to the Army's mission, and (2) to effect econ- 

whenever they could he achieved without sacrifice of signifi- 
tems The program resulting from this review, a8 projected 

ugh fiscal year 1952, was submitted to the Research and De- 
ment Board of the Office of the Secretary of Defense for its re- 
for interservice readjustment, and for approval by the Secretary 

erance of this realignment, with emphasis on accelerating 
opment of the more critical items, the current program was 

by a diversion of h e a l  year 1950 procurement funds to 
d development, and promises to be augmented further by a 

ve increase in the fiscal vear 1951 Eesearch and Development 
by some $24,000,000. 
dominant guide since 1916 for requirements for new weapons 

'pment has been the Stilwell Board Report of that year. 
of increased requirements as opposed to the need for strict 
, i t  was apparent that this report should be not only revised 

ed by an entirely new report. An Army Equipment 
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Board was convened for  this purpose in January 1950, and it is 
ternplated that its report will become a guide to future 
and equipment developments. 

ada continued to show gratifying progress. For 
conference in London reached substantial agreement on an optim 
family of antiaircraft artillcry weapons 

During the period under report, the Technical Services con 
their varied research and development activities, of which it is 
ble to mention only a few here. The Ordnance Department 
pilot models of the new light tank through engineering tests; 
Chemical Corps carried out extensive exploratory work on types 
design of radiological defense instruments; the Signal Corps 
nounced the development of an ultra-high frequency transmiss 
line--called the "G-string"-that is simple and chwp which 
expect to improve radar operation and, ultimately, to replace the 
plicated and expensive coaxial cable in communications and televis' 
The Corps of Engineers made considerable progress on a lightwe' 
pipeline for handling liquid fuels in large quantities, and develo 
an improved prefabricated landing mat for the Air Force. Exp 
ments by the Medical Department in radiation biology have prori 
encouraging results. And there were new clothing developments 
the Quartermaster Corps. 

Atomic Weapons 

Public interest in the Army's work on atomic weapons and 
effects upon modern warfare was highlighted by General C 
during an appearance on television on June 4, when he sta 
atomic weapons for use by the Army assuredly could be de 
He further stated that the United States is doing a p a t  deal 
in the field of developing weapons that the Army can use With 
fissionable materials. 
to develop an artillery piece that would fire an a 
similarly, that it is possible to develop guided m 
carry atomic warheads. 

Guided Missiles 

Past d o r t  in the guided missile field by the Army, assisted by 
men in industry, has resulted in balanced, coordinated mearch 
development that promises soon to provide the missiles required 
o w  forces. During the period of this report, as a part of the Nati 
Guided Missiles Program, the Army has accelerated its 
sile research nnd development work and has c 
trsining program on guided missiles to insure their use as deve 

Standardization with the Armies of the United Kingdom and Ca 

He indicated that it is by no means 
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